
However, since 1966, MCEA had been faced with a real challenge from the American
Federation of Teachers (AFL-CIO) which was recruiting people into its ranks by emphasizing
that it would represent only teachers and exclude administrators, who often held the top jobs in
MCEA. There was also an independent Classroom Teachers Association attracting numerous
members with low dues and a militant stance. Both new groups had signed up high school or
junior high teachers for the most part.

In 1968, Montgomery County was about half the size it is now in population, and had some
116,000 students in a school system that had been opening a half-dozen new schools year after
year. Homer O. Elseroad was superintendent of schools, and the consensus among both teachers
and parents was that he was OK, a good man, reasonable, and hard working. In dealings with the
school board, the superintendent and the public, the County's educators had been represented for
many years by a National Education Association/Maryland State Teachers Association local
known as the Montgomery County Education Association (MCEA) whose oft-stated stance was
that it served as a professional group not a labor union. More than three-fourths of both teachers
and administrators belonged. It was thought by most educators that belonging was almost an
obligation.

February 2, 1968 dawned gray and wet. All over the DC area sleepy folks rolled out of bed,
fired up their coffee pots, turned on their radios and heard Hardin and Weaver tell them that the
teachers in Montgomery County were on strike and pickets were walking in front of many
schools. It was unbelievable, incredible, unthinkable! Montgomery County had, most agreed, a
good school system and its teachers were certainly among the best paid in the area. It sounded
like an April Fools joke on Groundhog Day. Knobs were cranked to WTOP and got the same
strange story. The teachers were on strike for more money. TV sets sprang to life as rabbit ears
were adjusted. And there they were, bundled against the cold, many carrying umbrellas and all
with signs saying they were united and they were on strike. Passing motorists honked and
waved, and children getting off their school busses gawked and gamboled. In front of some
secondary schools there were dozens of pickets and at least two or three at most elementary
schools. It was hard to believe.
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The dispute sat on a back burner, percolating and steaming, until January, 1968when MCEA's
leadership and delegate assembly called for the first general membership meeting in four years to

"At that time," said Claire Nissenbaum, then a hard-workingMontgomery County Sentinel
reporter and now executive director of the Atlantic Seaboard Dyslexia Education Center, "I knew
things were serious, and I knew that neither the Board of Education nor the staff were taking it
seriously. I had an eagle's eye view. I went to (all the meetings) and I was listening to all the
different groups. And I had some very good informants in MCEA." As early as mid-December
Nissenbaum had written a story about the pay fight coming to a boil. "I think this communication
difficulty, between MCEA leadership and the board," she says, "was at the heart of the matter.?"

MCEA warned Elseroad that the County might face NEA sanctions unless salary talks were
reopened. The NEA announced that it would place all its resources behind the teachers in their
dispute with the school board and the superintendent. On December 11, MCEA's delegate
assembly voted to impose limited sanctions. Dave Eberly, a history teacher at the time and
Church of the Brethren minister now, recalls that "there was a lot of loose talk about we've got
to show them we are serious. The testosterone was flowing freely at all of those meetings." The
Washington Post, as well as other knowledgeable sources, concluded that the basic cause of the
conflict was not money or merit pay but the growing rivalry between MCEA and the nascent
Montgomery County Federation of Teachers, Local 1670.3

Then something happened that can only be called a grass-roots rebellion. Led by young, mostly
male, and mainly secondary-school teachers, an ambitious group of iconoclasts and firebrands
known to some as the Gaithersburg Gang or Mafia, there was a loud and vigorous demand for
reconsideration and rejection of the approved contract which some saw endorsing a hated "merit
pay" plan in the guise of the Differentiated Responsibility Schedule. The delegate assembly met
for its regularly scheduled meeting at Julius West JHS on December 7th and by early the next
morning had rejected the contract it had previously approved. Jane Stem, then a delegate and an
untenured French teacher at Julius West JHS and now a Maryland State Teachers Association
board member, thinks that the superintendent's unilateral salary change of assistant principals
was the key. "We jumped on that," she said. "How else do you think we got a vote? We couldn't
trust him. People wanted more money, but that was the justification that carried the day." The
negotiating team resigned en masse, and then MCEA's president Fred Sacco quit after decrying
what he saw as teachers "blindly moving toward labor-oriented groups." New leadership
emerged, led by Dave Eberly and Tom Shugarts of Gaithersburg High School and Dick Abell of
Walt Whitman?

Early in 1967 there had been a loud brouhaha over a salary advisory committee report
recommending a differentiated salary scale for various jobs and assignments, but that had blown
over, barely rippling the waters as it drowned in anguished cries of "merit pay." In late '67
MCEA's representatives met with the superintendent's team and hammered out a contract that
the teachers' delegate assembly, after a lengthy period of discussion, approved by an 80-45 vote
at a special meeting on December 5. Montgomery County would probably have the highest
starting salary in the DC area for FY69, as well as the first, real 12-month employment plan for
teachers.'
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NEA's urban services division quickly assigned 28-year-old Terry Herndon to the County, and
he became an advisor to the leaders and an active member of the negotiating team. After
standing firm for a month and stating that an agreement had been made and approved, and
despite pressure from the County Council to cut the budget in the face of rising tax rates and
unhappy taxpayers, the school board reluctantly reopened talks with MCEA. Several days of
discussions but little progress followed, and with the negotiators more than two million dollars
apart, the talks broke down. The board rejected Dr. Eberly's suggestion of a mediator, saying
they could not let an outsider assume its responsibilities. On the evening of February 1, a hastily
called delegate assembly voted "to withhold all professional services," and MCEA's leadership
called for a strike to begin the next day. The leaders were obviously ready and willing. Signs had
been printed and stapled to sticks; picketing instructions were mimeographed and ready to be
distributed. Jim Politis remembered that the top sheet on the delegates' packet at that meeting
was "Instructions for Picketing," and Ann Maxey recalled that "some people worked all night."
Radio and TV stations as well as the daily newspapers were notified. Telephone-trees and "hot
lines" were put into action, and picket signs and picketing instructions were widely distributed to
quickly chosen strike captains at each building. It is likely that many in the teachers' association
held their breath as the word spread from Rockville.9

In a story headlined "Handful of Young Men Run Show for Teachers" a Bethesda-Chevy Chase
Tribune reporter interviewed an experienced female teacher who was anMCEA delegate from
her school. Assured that her name would not be used, she said, "The new militants are putting
on a performance that is disgusting for a dedicated teacher to watch." She told the reporter that
the leaders were urging people to "stir up" their faculties and that some of the "non-militant"
delegates had stopped attending meetings. "As for the threat of a strike," she said, "Iwouldn't be
talking now if the so called 'new militants' in MCEA hadn't leaked exaggerated information to
the press. ,,8

Long-time House of Delegates member Henry Heller is a County native who became a teacher in
1964 and headed MCEA's salary committee by '68. He thinks the uproar was mainly over "that
merit pay they insisted on." Looking back, most observers saw a multitude of causes. Eberly
believes that Superintendent Elseroad did not want to share decision-making and that was the
key problem.'

discuss the ongoing and unresolved dispute. On January 22 at 4:00 PM teachers assembled at
the Shady GroveMusic Fair, an in-the-round summer theater just off 70S (1-270).An estimated
2200 appeared, clogging the roads and parking allover the countryside, to applaud NEA
president Braulio Alonzo's "impassioned appeal" which ended with, "Nothing less than closing
the schools will work. Are you ready to do it?" He was answered with loud shouts of "Yes, yes,"
plus cheers, whistles and stamping feet as he left the stage "to a wildly enthusiastic standing
ovation." Itwas the first time the idea of a strike had publicly entered the bubbling mix.' When
new president J. David Eberly called for a show of support, perhaps two-thirds of the audience
stood in favor of doing "whatever was necessary." There were speakers against the proposed
actions and even calls for a secret ballot, but those were made after the vote had been taken and
when there were many empty seats as suppertime fast approached. "It was a vote to strike,"
Eberly maintains. Clair Nissenbaum agrees, "They knew full well what he was sayingwas I need
your okay to call a strike." 6
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Looking back at the times, Mrs. Keker concluded, "Terry Herndon (the NEA advisor) ignited the
whole thing. The reason, I think, was because AFT, within a year, had gotten the District and
Baltimore. And MCEA was losing members all the time, and the AFT was getting stronger
here." From a stack of clippings she produced a contemporary Sentinel editorial. "Look here, "

Even after an injunction was secured, only 49 of B-CC's 89 teachers signed in and some
students joined the picket lines. At Einstein HS, where the AFT was strong and principal Torn
Conlon supportive, only 15 teachers out of 85 showed up for work, and Churchill High only had
six teachers of 61 that initial Friday. Twenty-three of 43 at Leland Jr. High were on duty while at
Julius West JHS, where a strike leader worked, only 13 of 55 reported. At Walter Johnson HS
principal Don Reddick, a former MCEA president, was one of the few administrators on strike,
and the pep band serenaded the picketers and brought them doughnuts. Early in the day student
attendance ran about 85% but it declined steadily during the dreary afternoon. Eberly was
quoted as saying, "Teachers are doing something they feel is distasteful, but it is something that's
got to be done." NEA president Alonzo toured a dozen picket lines and pledged full support. The
Board labeled the strike "illegal and unjustified," and Board president Lucy Keker said it was
"astonishing."A lot of people agreed with her.13

For the most part, elementary schools stayed in session and ran nearly normal programs despite
some picketing, but the secondary schools were hit hard and many closed early. Some faculties
were thoroughly divided including that of Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School where
experienced teachers like Les Olinger, Katharine Lynch, PJ. Dalla Santa, and John Preston felt
an "obligation to the students." Other equally popular teachers, such as Bob Appleton, Bert
Damron, Robert Brodie, and Justin Wasilifsky, believed it was more important to stand up to the
Board of Education. 12

Friday, February 2, was a chill and blustery day with drizzling rain. More than half of the County
public school teachers stayed off the job; MCEA claimed 70 percent. "I was amazed," Eberly
said. Many teachers walked picket lines around their schools carrying umbrellas and placards.
None of them looked very happy. Nissenbaum, as well as several other print, radio and TV
reporters, asked pickets why they struck. Nissenbaum recalls most saying they didn't know, that
the leaders had called a strike.

"It's against the law," said Elseroad. "They have a moral and ethical responsibility to be with
their pupils." The superintendent urged parents to send their children to school as usual that
Friday as media folk gathered with cameras and note pads. At the school system's central office,
Ken Muir got a room ready for the news people. Many citizens, both in and out of the school
system, wondered how many teachers would actually refuse to work.'!

"I rushed back to the office," Nissenbaum recalled, "and said that the teachers had voted to
strike. (Editor Roger) Farquhar did not believe me. 'Ridiculous,' he said .... So I ran over to the
superintendent's office, the big outside office, just in time to see (BOE member) Charlie
Saunders and the deputy arrive, and Horner was standing up, right next to a chair, and they told
him the strike had been called. He literally tottered and fell into the chair. I think it was a true
trauma for him.?'?
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The SundayEvening Star asked "How did it happen?" and concluded that the reasons went well
beyond paychecks. Opposition to merit pay, long-smoldering resentments, and national trends
were noted. "But hanging over all these reasons in Montgomery County is the spectre of
unionization." The Star reporter concluded that "no one can deny that MCEA militancy
increased as the Federation began picking up membership." But J. David Eberly said, "We're
feeling no pressure from them." AFT president Hughes said, "This strike has saved MCEA from
extinction," and called the change in attitude "militancy for the sake of militancy."

On Saturday the school board met to discuss possible actions including an injunction. MCEA
stated it would have pickets in shifts at schools and offices on Mondaymorning, and the BOE
decided there would be no classes Monday. Ken Muir, the Board's spokesman, repeated its
emphatic position that the strike was illegal. A Post reporter was told that the NEA was trying to
avoid "another Baltimore" by taking a hard line on pay. On Sunday, a marathon negotiating
meeting ran into the evening, but MCEA President Eberly stated that teachers would not return
to their jobs until an agreement was achieved.I?

Don Maxey, aWest Virginian, KoreanWar veteran and junior high science teacher, and his wife
left their oldest daughter to care for her siblings and lived at MCEA headquarters during the
strike to prepare materials for their courier service. Ann Maxey herself drove out early some
mornings making deliveries. Maxey believes that NEA was not deeply involved until "after we
got it going." Then, he said, "Terry Herndon and GaryWatts did give advice," and Heller recalls
that NEA "sent a PR guy." But, Maxey said, it was really a local effort. "NEA did not have
anything to do with the origination and instigation of that strike." Muir believes that NEA was
deeply involved from the start with "a lot of aiding and abetting going on since we were so close
to national headquarters." 16

"Up to the minute information was sent to each member each morning," Kent said. "We had a
Roneo (mimeograph), and we ran off enough to cover every school. We got somebody who
lived or worked in an area to swing by in the morning and pick up the papers and get them
delivered to the strike leader at each school by 6:30 AM. And we had the phone tree that was
working out of the office.,,15

Ray Kent, a one-time Navy corpsman and a science teacher at Julius West JHS for 37 years, was
relatively new to the County and to MCEA, but in '68 he chaired the membership committee.
The growth of AFT concerned him, and he devoted all his energies to the strike, especially to the
rapid communication and the "Paul Revere" system created by friend and fellow-science teacher
Don Maxey. "We had to do something. Teachers were fed up with us. We were unable to
deliver. The need for a strike was looming to save the association. Baltimore had gone AFT.
We were afraid they could get enough members to challenge. We did not strike for money. It
was working conditions, class size." Kent claims, "I was one of the people who put together the
strategy and tactics of the strike ... I wrote the Shady Grove resolution, to do whatever was
necessary, to have that meeting."

she said, reading a section she had underlined, "Numerous teacher pickets admitted to newsmen
their private reason for striking was to strengthen the hand of MCEA.,,14
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On Tuesday andWednesday schools were again closed to pupils as some 1500 teachers staged
noisy but peaceful demonstrations in front of the central office. After long, fruitless negotiating
sessions, the Board sought an injunction to end the strike. The Circuit Court judge only ordered
that there be no more picket lines. MCEA ignored the court order, locked its doors and sent its
enjoined leaders to Virginia. Hank Heller recalls Terry Herndon's advice to "get out of town.,,22

On Monday Braulio Alonzo, NEA president, walked the picket line at Walter Johnson High
School along with thirty-five teachers. Inside the school eight teachers and two administrators
reported for a "professional" day. Art teacher Jack Bledsoe said he did not believe teachers
should strike. "The strikers sar the issue is not just money but other things. No one had told me
what those other things are." 1

The powerful Allied Civic Group, which had been hoping to hold down tax increases,
condemned the strike and urged the school board to "uphold the law." Republican leader Don
Roberts said he hoped "our kids are not being used as pawns in a national struggle between the
teachers' union and the NEA. If this is the case, the Board would be justified in seeking an
injunction." A group of ministers sent telegrams to both sides, urging that the schools be
reopened.

Most of the strikers stayed away on Monday, understanding that it would cost them another
day's pay, and negotiators met again that afternoon. In Monday's Post an editorial headlined
"Truancy" asked if it was really true that teachers had "tried everything" as one of their picket
signs stated. The editorial noted that the strike "appears to be not altogether unrelated to the
rivalry between the MCEA and the Montgomery County Federation of Teachers." "I remember
reporting to GaryWatts, who was my boss," said Terry Herndon, "that in the minds of the
teachers there was no clear cause of the strike. The thing that comes up most frequently, 1told
him, was paternalism; the lack of respect for them as teachers.t'"

After a Sunday session, the negotiators decided to meet again on Monday afternoon. Teachers
had been urged to report to the their schools for a "professional" day, and the superintendent
stated that those that did not would not be paid. Hank Heller, a member of MCEA's new team,
says that the Board's chief negotiator, personnel chief Gordon Anderson, "was part of the
problem. He was a bully, an SOB. He talked down at us, and he didn't know the local picture."
In Heller's view the Board itself wasn't involved, and Anderson never really bargained. "We
stuck to bread and butter issues," said Heller.19

Superintendent Elseroad took a somewhat broader view and saw the unrest as a combination:
"partly civil rights, Vietnam, youth speaking out and demanding a place in the sun, and part of
the general movement in teaching toward militancy. On the smaller scale, though, it's part of the
competition ofNEA and AFT for school districts." Elseroad concluded that MCEA was acting
like a union and, "What they are saying, 1 think, is that if they can get prestigious Montgomery
County to strike, as they go around the country they can tell teachers you can do no less." He
told the reporter that he "could not believe" that County teachers would "take such a drastic
step. ,,18
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Gary Watts recalled that meeting and says the teachers were leaderless and frustrated. "I also
knew that if we could get just one more day of continuing effort, we would have the weekend to
continue to negotiate and seek settlement. Which, by the way, happened. Terry and I were sitting
together, and I told him I was going to call an NEA meeting for Friday to keep the teachers
together until the weekend. He said he would stay out of direct involvement because he wanted
to be unfettered in the discussions with the school board. I concurred, stood up, walked to the
stage and announced the meeting. There had been no preliminary plan to take this action. It was
literally one of those 'on the spot' decisions.'.27

Judge Levine issued a permanent injunction on Thursday to make all picketing and striking
illegal. He said he did not like people "playing games with the sheriff," and stated that the
injunction applied to all Association members. The judge said he would "not brook further
evasion." The school board announced that classes would resume at once on Friday with teachers
reporting on time and students 90 minutes later. MCEA announced that picketing would end,
but in an obvious effort to keep teachers out of schools, the NEA called for a mass meeting at the
Shady Grove Music Fair for 9:30 AM Friday_26

On Thursday, February 8, the striking teachers overwhelmingly rejected the Board's offer of a
$6325 base salary in a meeting at Shady Grove; their absent leaders staged a press conference in
Arlington where they claimed they were "not circumventing justice" but were trying to continue
the strike. The board held a 90-rninute meeting from which President Keker emerged with an
angry statement accusing MCEA of acting in bad faith. She said, "We must conclude that we're
dealing with an organization that lacks responsible leadership." The Sentinel editorial that day
labeled the walkout unjustified and stated that the County had become a "testing ground" for the
two groups.f

On Wednesday morning MCEA's delegate assembly, which had convened at midnight with its
parliamentarian in the chair, voted to continue the strike. MCEA's spokeswoman maintained that
the court order only applied to the five people named and not to the rank and file members who
were doing the banned picketing. School officials suggested that pickets might be arrested. In
that day's Star editorial the newspaper reminded teachers that County taxpayers had not
hesitated in the past to shoulder heavy burdens and that "the striking teachers ought to weigh
their present actions very carefully against that history. That night on the NBC news, David
Brinkley's last comment was about teachers in the nation's richest county who "are on strike
trying to get $200 less than New York City garbage men have been offered. Good night, Chet."
The next day teachers carried picket signs saying that.24

"That was one of those things when you suddenly realize everything is out of control. That was
how I felt. People felt we had to go, that it was already decided. We just climbed in a couple of
cars and went to Virginia. In retrospect, it was the same as going to jail." Eberly laughed and
shook his head recalling a Channel 9 reporter asking why they were across the river. "I
answered that the level of tension was so high ... we came here for a cooling off time. Well,
that was a dumb thing to say. That's an outright lie. But it was the best I could come up with and
I said that with a straight face. ,,23
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In its editorial on February 15, the Sentinel looked back at the strike, asked, "Were the teachers
justified in walking out?" and answered "Emphatically not!" After considering a series of issues,
it concluded "this newspaper has the conviction that the basic reason for the strike was not the

On Sunday the MCEA Delegate Assembly voted to call off the strike even though the new base
pay was only $15 higher than the offer rejected on Thursday. AFT president William Hughes
said, "Absolutely nothing was gained by the strike. Teachers are worse off now because they
lost more in pay when they were on strike than they gained in the base salary." He labeled the
settlement a "we quit" package and maintained that the strike was caused by rivalry between the
groups. Looking back, Mrs. Keker said she was not surprised it had lasted a week. "I was just
glad it didn't last any longer ... it was a growing-up experience for the teachers, for all of us."
The average teacher probably lost $250-300 and the school system saved some $600,000 that
was applied to budget balancing.Y

The Star editorial on Sunday, which was titled "Unfinished Business," called the strike "a
thoroughly deplorable episode," and belittled the teachers' claim of "victory" since the strike was
ended by court order with very little monetary gain. "We can only presume that he (Eberly) sees
some organizational gain in the status of his union." The Star urged Judge Levine not to "brush
aside" his contempt-of-court orders and hoped the State legislature would outlaw teacher
strikes."

That evening MCEA leaders met with the school board and discussed mediation, among other
topics. James A. Sensenbaugh, Maryland's superintendent of public education, had offered the
State Board's services earlier in the day. Then, to the surprise of many, shortly before 8 PM
Elseroad and Eberly appeared before the TV cameras together and made a joint announcement
that an agreement had been reached. The teachers would be back at work on Monday and would
have an opportunity to vote on the tentative agreement then. "The package we got today is a
very good one for teachers," said Eberly. "I wouldn't have signed it if I didn't think that.,,3o

To the Washington Post and most of the local papers, Friday was like that noisy "Wizard of Oz"
scene in which Toto pulls back the curtain to reveal Frank Morgan at the controls. Ellen
Hoffman's Post story was headlined "NEA Takes Reins of Strike." She wrote that the national
group "had replaced its behind-the-scenes activity with an undisguised take-over of the
Montgomery County teachers' strike. ,,29

In what the Star called a "festive atmosphere," some 1,800 teachers attended NEA's Friday
morning meeting, announced the absentee numbers for each of their schools and listened to an
explanation of the Board's offer. Then, shortly after noon, they watched deputy sheriffs serve the
NEA's director of field and urban services, Gary B. Watts, and two teachers with contempt
citations after Ken Muir pointed them out. The crowd booed loudly. Meanwhile most
elementary schools held classes and some secondary schools struggled for a while with many
staff members missing. Six closed early. The show-cause order said NEA had called the meeting
"with the full knowledge that said teachers, by terms of the injunction, were supposed to be in
their classrooms." At about 5:30 that afternoon MCEA's "exiled" leaders appeared to wild
cheers and applause. Eberly, saying he felt a bit like MacArthur, announced that MCEA would
abide by the injunction. The strike was over."



About the author: William Offutt, the author of "Bethesda, a Social History", is a retired public
school history and English teacher.

On April 23, 1968, NEA director Gary D. Watts sent a letter to MCEA executive secretary
Ellsworth Moe with a check for $10,536.70 "for expenses incurred during the strike in
Montgomery County." Watts does not recall the check but says it was "routine." Herndon
called it "almost a smoking gun." Neither Eberly nor anyone else at MCEA remembers receiving
the check or recalls what it was for. Several people suggested it was for coffee and donuts. 37

In some schools, among some faculties and between some individuals the bitterness and
acrimony lasted a long time, years rather than weeks. Old friendships melted, professional
relationships were strained, poker-playing buddies stopped speaking to each other, and car pools
broke up. The wounds were very slow to heal.

School Board president Lucy Keker said, "Nobody won the strike. The wounds are deep and the
healing will take some time." MCEA president Eberly enthused, "I feel great!" and concluded,
"The fact that teachers have come to be recognized as an effective political force in Montgomery
County makes this a most advantageous position for us to be in." He rejected the idea that it was
NEA's strike and labeled that charge "blatantly false and absurd.,,36

In his post-strike newsletter the Superintendent wrote, "We have just been through an experience
that I had never really considered a serious possibility in Montgomery County." Itwas, he
claimed, "useful" in that it forced people to look at "some of our county's educational problems
in the light of today's realities rather than cherished illusions.,,35

Hank Heller believes the strike was worth it. "It gave us the state bargaining law. It put
collective bargaining into the suburbs." Eberly generally agrees, and says, "I think the problem
was Homer. He didn't understand this new world." Jim Politis, who was indicted for making a
phone message as an NEA member, said it won "respect.T"

stated one of higher pay but, rather, the struggle for ascendancy, both nationally and locally"
between NEA and the AFr. We believe Montgomery county, which has the 18th biggest school
system in the nation, has become a testing ground for the two groups which have so much at
stake ... " The Star in an "interpretive report" concluded that NEA "has adopted tactics as
militant as any labor union." It echoed school board member Charles Saunders' analysis:
"MCEA used to have a membership of 90 percent ... but it looked over its shoulder and found
the union growing. The MCEA had dropped to 69 percent, so it has become more militant,
because it is the only way to retain its membership. It is fighting for survival." AFT leader Joe
Monte agreed, "We had some 300 members; we were moving along. They felt they had to do
something militant, to demonstrate they were tough people." On the question of NEA' s role, he
said, "A child cannot do a big action without daddy knowing. You wouldn't dare do it because
you might need financial resources. I also think they had to run the strike, NEA did. ,,33
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Ray Kent and Jim Politis made hot line messages as "NEA members." Most teachers belonged to MCEA, MSTA
andNEA.
27E-mail response, Nov. 27, 2007.
28Those named were Julius West JHS teacher Ray Kent and James Politis of Rock Terrace High School, both of
whom had made hot line recordings as NEAmembers. On Feb. 15 after a "stinging attack on the striking teachers
and their organizations," Judge Levine suspended a three-day jail sentence on the NEA's GaryWatts and a $50 fine
on Ray Kent. Politis was acquitted since his voice was not identified. Politis phone interview Sept. 20, 2007 and
Post, Feb.16, 1968. Kent believes that NEA was seriously worried about the size of possible fines. Interview, Sept.
20,2007.
29 Post, Feb. 10, 1968.
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30 Star, Feb. 11, 1968.Ray Kent (and others) wanted to continue the strike and thinksMCEA feared the size of fines
and loss of dues deduction. Herndon interview, Dec. 3, 2007
31 It did.
32 Lawrence Feinberg, "School Board Cuts Million From Budget," Post, Feb. 14, 1968 and Montgomery County
Educator (AFT), February 1968. Interview, Nov. 6, 2007.
33 John Matthews, "NEA Practices Its Lesson From Union," Star, Feb. 15, 1968. Don Maxey and others disagree.
"They were taking advantage of MCEA' s strike," was howMaxey saw it. Monte interview 10/3/07.
34 Interviews with Heller, Eberly and Politis.
35 The Superintendent's Bulletin, Feb. 19, 1968.
36 Lawrence Feinberg, "County Teachers Vote on Pay Offer," Post, Feb. 13, 1968. TheMontgomery Educator,
MCEA, Feb. 22,1968.
37 In a 9/18/07 phone interview, Dr. Eberly suggested it might have been for NEA's Friday activities at Shady
Grove.
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